
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COLLECTION
Give elementary school students a larger view of the world around them.  
This collection provides educators with the comprehensive resources they 
need to teach students about different countries, peoples, and cultures,  
as well as leadership and activism.

MIDDLE SCHOOL COLLECTION
Keep the conversation going as students get older. This collection  
provides insight, with content on world cultures, religion, education,  
and socioeconomic status. It also covers social justice, hate crimes,  
immigration, and more.

HIGH SCHOOL COLLECTION
Help high school students find positive ways to interact with the world  
around them. The titles in this collection are relevant to what’s going on in 
both the United States and the world, and this relevancy creates community, 
discussion, and advocacy among students. 

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COLLECTION
Equip educators with titles about social and emotional learning (SEL)  
and DEI. Topics support culturally responsive teaching, trauma-informed  
and mindful practices, empathy, differentiation, and more.

Many school communities 
are examining ways to 
encourage empathy, foster 
understanding, and create 
learning environments in which 
differences are embraced and 
all ideas are valued. Diversity 
and Inclusion collections on 
Gale eBooks shine a light on 
today’s most pressing issues—
including racism, poverty, 
activism, immigration, and 
more—and put trusted,  
age-appropriate content at 
users’ fingertips, inside and 
outside of the classroom.

DIVERSITY 
AND
INCLUSION 
COLLECTIONS

EMBRACE OUR DIFFERENCES 
WHEREVER LEARNING HAPPENS

Diversity, Equity, and  
Inclusion (DEI)

Gale eBooks

more



Our expertly curated eBook collections help teachers engage learners and 
differentiate instruction while meeting educational goals—with trustworthy 
sources that develop strong critical-thinking skills among students.

ELIMINATE CHECKOUTS AND HOLDS 
Simplify the learning experience. With unlimited, simultaneous access,  
students and teachers are connected to the digital books they need, exactly 
when they need them—all with the purchase of a single copy. 

EXPAND ACCESSIBILITY 
Enable equitable access for all learners with tools for the visually impaired, 
translation into dozens of languages, leveled reading, learning management 
system integration, and more. 

OFFER DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES
Give students and educators the opportunity to learn from a variety of  
perspectives. Gale collaborates with thousands of authors from diverse  
backgrounds, enabling schools to offer greater access to voices from Black,  
Latinx, Asian American, Indigenous, LGBTQIA+, and disability rights  
communities within the Gale eBooks platform. 
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UNLIMITED ACCESS TO DIVERSE 
eBOOK CONTENT 

DEI TITLES DESIGNED FOR ALL LEARNERS

DEI COLLECTIONS 
ON GALE EBOOKS
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WHY  
WAIT?

Contact your Gale Education Consultant for a  
demo or quote today at gale.com/exploredei

https://www.gale.com/ebooks/schools/diversity-equity-inclusion-trial?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=gct221789237

